HOLIDAY PARTIES!

Don't get too tipsy at the work party if your ___ is there
A bottle of ___ can be a nice gift if you're going to a neighbor's party
At a ___ party, have fun, but don't be the main topic the next day
Try Christmas ___ Karaoke for an awkward and amusing time
Be happy if someone asks you to ___ with them
Be sure to eat first and not ___ with an empty stomach
Don't overstay your welcome, but don't ___ too early either
Live ___ is a nice touch if you're hosting an upscale party
Have a re-gifting ___ and dispense with those gifts you didn't really want
Use ribbons, snowflakes or colorful ___ for decorations
Be sure to actually ___ and not sit alone in the corner
If you have a ___ Santa program, you may exchange gifts anonymously
A party to decorate ___ and cupcakes can be fun
Have a Santa ___ contest and see who is the best Claus
You can hold an ugly ___ contest and see the ridiculous outfits
If you're honoring several ___ you may have a "Christmakwanzakah" party
Having a holiday movie ___ may be good for TV fans
If someone is taking ___ , make sure you won't regret it later
Have a tree ___ party, especially if you're young and it's your first one
Have a ___ party and commiserate since you all have to wrap gifts
Collecting money or ___ for charity can show that you're generous
If you have an outdoor grill or ___ you can roast marshmallows
You may find yourself kissing someone under the ___
Serve ___ to snack on, but don't forget healthy options
___ can be minty and refreshing or hung on a tree
Make a holiday ___ house and let the kids decorate it with candy
Make hot cocoa and don't forget the ___
Go caroling in your ___ to spread Christmas cheer
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